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Human Ocular Dominance Columns
as Revealed by High-Field Functional
Magnetic Resonance Imaging

(Hubel and Wiesel, 1962, 1968), and the spatial features
of ODCs were subsequently demonstrated using a num-
ber of anatomical approaches (Hubel and Wiesel, 1972;
Wiesel et al., 1974; Kennedy et al., 1976; Horton, 1984;
Florence and Kaas, 1992) and optical imaging methods
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(Blasdel and Salama, 1986; Ts’o et al., 1990) in macaque2-1 Hirosawa
monkeys. ODCs are composed of alternating slabs elon-Wako, Saitama 351-0198
gated along one axis on the surface. The strongest ocu-Japan
lar dominance is observed in layer IVc (Hubel and Wiesel,
1968), where geniculocortical afferents serving the left
and right eyes are strictly segregated. Cells are less
purely monocular in the upper and lower layers (HubelSummary
and Wiesel, 1968), but the dominance by one eye or
the other is consistent throughout the entire corticalWe mapped ocular dominance columns (ODCs) in nor-
thickness (Kennedy et al., 1976; Tootell et al., 1988).mal human subjects using high-field (4 T) functional

Although most of the methods used for studying mon-magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) with a segmented
keys cannot be applied to humans, the results from aecho planar imaging technique and an in-plane resolu-
few studies conducted on humans indicate that ODCstion of 0.47 � 0.47 mm2. The differential responses to
in humans are organized similarly to those in monkeysleft or right eye stimulation could be reliably resolved
except that corresponding intercolumnar distances arein anatomically well-defined sections of V1. The orien-
larger in humans. Horton and colleagues (Horton andtation and width (�1 mm) of mapped ODC stripes con-
Hedley-Whyte, 1984; Horton et al., 1990) studied post-formed to those previously revealed in postmortem
mortem brains from patients who had undergone enu-brains stained with cytochrome oxidase. In addition,
cleation of one eye many years before death. By recon-we showed that mapped ODC patterns could be
structing ODCs of the two eyes differentially stainedlargely reproduced in different experiments conducted
with cytochrome oxidase (CO), the authors demon-within the same experimental session or over different
strated that human ODCs, just like ODCs in macaques,sessions. Our results demonstrate that high-field fMRI
are oriented orthogonal to the V1/V2 borders (Figurescan be used for studying the functions of human brains
1A and 1B). In addition, human ODCs appear wider inat columnar spatial resolution.
the portion of V1 representing the central vision than in
that representing the peripheral vision, and the widestIntroduction
ODCs are distributed near the V1/V2 borders. Although
there is individual variation, human ODCs, measuringAmong the many neuroimaging tools available for study-
�1 mm in width (see also Hitchcock and Hickey, 1980),ing human brain functions, functional magnetic reso-
are wider than those found in macaques, which measurenance imaging (fMRI) is the most widely used today.
�0.4 mm in width. Human ODCs thus provide an idealOne advantage of fMRI over other imaging techniques
model for testing the spatial resolvability of fMRI (Menonis its relatively high spatial resolution. Exactly how high
et al., 1997; Menon and Goodyear, 1999; Dechent andthe spatial resolution can be depends on MRI hardware,
Frahm, 2000).pulse sequences, and imaging parameters, as well as

The spatial resolution of fMRI measurements based
brain architectures and functional modules to be stud-

on the blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) tech-
ied. One fundamental feature of the cortical architecture

nique (Ogawa et al., 1990; Turner et al., 1991; for review,
is its columnar organization, that is, neurons with similar see Ogawa et al., 1998) is ultimately limited by the inter-
functional properties are clustered together to form re- val between the vessels that primarily contribute to the
peated units across the horizontal extent of the cortex. signals. The distance between neighboring capillaries
The columns are an elemental cortical processing unit. is a few tens of microns and that between vertically
It is therefore of extreme importance to elaborate the penetrating venules is around 0.5 mm (e.g., Duvernoy
fMRI technique to study human brain functions involved et al., 1981). However, before this ultimate limitation is
in sensory processing and cognitive tasks at columnar approached, there are several possible limiting factors,
resolution. including the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The SNR in

The system of ocular dominance columns (ODCs) is an fMRI experiment is simplistically proportional to the
one of the clearest examples of the distinct functional voxel size. To map human ODCs, a small in-plane pixel
architecture within the cortex. Neurons in the primary size, for example, 0.5 mm on each side, is required.
visual cortex (striate cortex or V1) are primarily driven Thus, to retain a sufficient SNR with such small in-plane
by visual input from either the left or the right eye and are pixels, the slice cannot be made too thin. The SNR can
organized in periodic left-right stripes known as ODCs. be increased not only by increasing phase-encoding
ODCs were originally discovered in cats and macaque steps, narrowing sampling bandwidth, and increasing
monkeys by using the single-cell recording technique the total scan time, but also by using a high-field MRI

system (Turner et al., 1993; Gati et al., 1997). Taken
together, a reasonable SNR may be obtained at 4 Tesla1 Correspondence: kcheng@mailman.riken.go.jp
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Figure 1. Orientation of Human ODC Stripes
and Optimal Ways for Prescribing Slices

(A) An MR image shows the medial view of the
right hemisphere. The medial occipital lobe
around V1 (dashed rectangle) is schemati-
cally shown in (B).
(B) A cartoon diagram depicts the relationship
between the orientation of human ODC
stripes and the geometry of the calcarine V1
based on the observation by Horton et al.
(1990). The opercular V1, which curves out
toward the occipital pole, is not shown. ODC
stripes run perpendicular to the V1/V2 bor-
ders (arrows) and the lips of the calcarine
sulcus (CS). Abbreviations: UB and LB, upper
and lower banks of the CS; SL and IL, superior
and inferior lips of the CS; V1d and V1v, dor-
sal and ventral V1; V2d and V2v, dorsal and
ventral V2; LVM and UVM, cortical represen-
tation of the lower and upper vertical me-
ridians.
(C) An oblique slice is placed parallel to the
CS to cover the UB (or equivalently the LB
[not shown]). Mapped ODCs on such a slice
will appear as alternating stripes, as sche-
matically shown on the right (yellow and blue
stripes represent left and right eye ODCs).
(D) A sagittal slice is placed to cover the me-
dial surface (SL and/or IL). Mapped ODCs will
appear as alternating stripes that terminate
near the V1/V2 borders.
(E) An oblique slice, parallel to the CS or the
V1/V2 border, is placed to cut the medial
surface.
(F) A sagittal slice, parallel to the interhemi-
spheric fissure, is placed to cut the UB and
LB. Mapped ODCs on (E) and (F) will appear
as alternating patches.

(T) for small voxels with an in-plane resolution of 0.5 of V1. These patterns were largely reproducible. The
patterns from different subjects, however, showed largemm and a slice thickness of 3–4 mm.

The spatial resolution of BOLD-based fMRI can also variation due to the difference in the shape of V1 among
the subjects. For simplicity and completeness of pre-be limited by motions of the head and brain and by

signals from large veins running on the surface of the sentation, the results below will be described based on
illustrations mainly from a representative subject, withbrain. Special measures to minimize their influences

should be provided. Moreover, there are geometric con- additional materials from the remaining two subjects.
Quantitative analyses will be reported for all three sub-straints imposed by the morphology of the functional

architectures to be mapped. In order to map ODCs, it jects.
is essential to orient the slice properly so that the elon-
gated voxels fall into individual columns rather than in- Slice Prescription Based on V1 Morphology

The anatomical details of a representative subject (sub-tersecting several columns, which will cause undesir-
able partial volume effects. How to realize this in ject 1) are given in Figure 2. The caudal part of the

calcarine sulcus (CS) on the right hemisphere follows aindividual subjects is a big experimental question for
reliable mapping of ODCs using fMRI (Figures 1C–1F). straight course (Figures 2A and 2B), whereas the CS on

the left hemisphere follows a curved course caudoros-We had three straightforward goals in the present
study. First, we wanted to measure to what extent the trally (Figure 2C). The three slices used in the main ODC

experiment were optimally prescribed to cover the cau-responses to prolonged monocular stimulation of the
two eyes could be differentiated in anatomically well- dal part of dorsal V1 on the right hemisphere. On the

right hemisphere, the posterior portion of the bottomdefined sections of V1. Second, we wanted to see how
voxels showing differential responses, if any, were clus- slice (slice e-e� indicated in Figures 2A–2D) included

dorsal V1 up to 10� eccentricity (Figure 2E), which wastered in these sections. Lastly, we wanted to test if the
clustered patterns could be reproduced over different �3 cm from the occipital pole, similar to those reported

previously (Horton and Hoyt, 1991; Sereno et al., 1995;experiments.
Engel et al., 1997). As is evident in Figure 2E, the medial
aspect of this section of V1 on the right hemisphere,Results
particularly the cortex between �3� and 10� eccentrici-
ties, had a relatively flat and wide appearance on theFrom all three subjects, ODC-like alternating stripes or

patches were seen in anatomically well-defined sections slice. This anatomically well-defined section of dorsal
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Figure 2. Anatomical Details of V1 of Subject 1

The shape of V1 is shown on the high-resolution sagittal scout images for the right (A and B) and left (C) hemispheres, respectively. (A) and
(C) are the mesial slices, and (B) is 3 mm lateral to (A). The V1/V2 borders were mapped in five oblique slices perpendicular to the caudal CS
on the right hemisphere. The results for the slice d–d� (indicated in [A]–[C]) are shown in (D), where blue arrows indicate the mapped V1/V2
borders (see Figure 1B). Mapped V1/V2 borders on the five oblique slices were then projected onto the sagittal images (filled blue circles in
[A]–[C]). The three slices used in the eccentricity mapping as well as the main ODC experiment were prescribed parallel to the caudal CS on
the right hemisphere. The bottom slice that cuts through the upper bank of the caudal CS on the right hemisphere (see slice e–e� in [A], [B],
and [D]) is shown in (E). In (E), the composite eccentricity map (only for the cortex surrounding V1) is represented by the contours circumscribing
regions activated by four rings of different sizes (radius: yellow, 0–1.25�; yellowish-brown, 1.25–2.5�; brown, 2.5–5�; red, 5–10�. Dashed contours
indicate the sections of the gray matter that may not be confined to V1 completely). The V1/V2 borders on the left hemisphere in (E) (blue
arrows) were determined in an extra experiment. Mapped ODCs from this subject are shown for the ROI indicated by the dashed rectangle
in Figure 4. Abbreviations: A, anterior; P, posterior; D, dorsal; V, ventral; ISS, inferior sagittal sulcus. Other abbreviations are the same as
those in Figure 1.

V1 was selected as our main region of interest (ROI) in the dorsal V1/V2 border in this subject (Figures 2A and
2D). The third slice covered only a small part of thethis subject. The cortex representing dorsal V1 periph-

eral to the 10� eccentricity did not appear on this slice opercular V1 near the occipital pole and was out of the
calcarine V1 anteriorly. ODCs were not expected to bebecause the CS on the right hemisphere had a hooking

appearance and its rostral part deviated away from the optimally mapped on these two slices (data not shown).
slice ventrally (Figure 2A). The relationship between the
orientation of the bottom slice and the ODCs to be Mapped ODC Patterns

Rigid head motion was suppressed by a physical fixationmapped on the right hemisphere was expected to follow
the schema illustrated in Figure 1C. It should be stressed apparatus and the MRI signal fluctuation due to pulsatile

and respiratory motions was minimized by a postpro-that this slice was not optimized for the left hemisphere
because it cut through the CS on the left hemisphere cessing procedure so that the in-plane mass-of-center

fluctuation of time series images during the main ODCat a large angle, as is evident in Figure 2C.
The second slice contained a part of the inferior sagit- experiment was approximately twice that caused by the

system noise estimated by imaging a phantom (Figurestal sulcus (ISS) (Ono et al., 1990) on the right hemisphere,
which ran parallel to the CS and was immediately above 3A–3D; see Experimental Procedures). The contribution
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Figure 3. Corrections for Physiological Fluctuation, Rigid Head Motion, and System Drifts, and Removal of Voxels Associated with Large
Veins

(A–D) The in-plane center-of-mass fluctuations of time series images acquired in an ODC experiment (subject 1) in right-left (black trace) and
anteroposterior (gray trace) directions are shown before (A) and after (B) physiological fluctuation, rigid head motion, and system drifts were
corrected. The ordinate represents the center-of-mass in each direction after the mean was subtracted away. The head motion in this
experiment was restricted with a vise-like device, and mapped ODCs are shown in Figure 4. (C) shows the in-plane center-of-mass fluctuations
obtained from another subject (subject 2, Figure 5) after corrections. The head motion in this experiment was restricted with a bite-bar system.
For comparison, (D) shows the fluctuations of time series images acquired with identical imaging parameters on a phantom after system drifts
were eliminated from raw data. Abbreviations: D, dark periods; L, left eye stimulation; R, right eye stimulation.
(E–G) How activated voxels associated with large veins were removed from an activation map is shown. The subject’s anatomical details and
mapped ODCs from the same experiment are shown in Figures 2 and 4, respectively. (E) Voxels with large signal changes (�5%) are mainly
found in large draining veins or the sinus outside the brain tissue (gray matter) and appear darker in the corresponding EPI image due to their
shorter T2* (F). Arrows in (E) and (F) indicate identical loci of identified vessels. (G) Voxels with signal changes smaller than 5% are distributed
inside the gray matter. The dashed contours circumscribe V1 defined on this slice (see Experimental Procedures).

of large veins to the fMRI signals was minimized by not complementary to each other (Figures 4A and 4B).
Within the main ROI (indicated by the dashed contourremoving activated voxels with signal change larger

than 5% during left or right eye stimulation, compared on the right hemisphere in Figure 3G), the total activated
voxels at this threshold, including those activated solelywith dark periods. The remaining activated voxels were

well confined to the gray matter (Figures 3E–3G; see by stimulation of the left or right eye and those activated
by stimulation of either eye compared with dark periodsExperimental Procedures). We also paid attention when

the slices were prescribed so that the pia of the cortex (Figure 4C), covered �76% of the gray matter (�78%
and �74% in the other two subjects), and the over-around the main ROI was avoided as much as possible.

As a result, the main ROI was generally void of large lapped voxels (voxels in red in Figure 4C) amounted
to 68.3% of the total activated voxels, whereas thoseveins running on the pial surface (see Figures 3E–3G,

V1 on the right hemisphere). activated only by left or right eye stimulation (voxels in
yellow and blue in Figure 4C) accounted for only 31.7%.The activation map obtained by comparing the images

acquired during stimulation of one eye with those ob- The high percentage of overlapped voxels within the
well-defined section of V1 was very consistent betweentained during dark periods did not exhibit modular pat-

terns. Figures 4A–4C show examples obtained at p � repeated experiments on the same subject and was also
very similar across the three subjects (68.8% � 4.9%,0.05 using the slice similar to that shown in Figure 2E

in subject 1. No alternating patterns resembling ODCs mean � SD). It should be pointed out that these observa-
tions were made independently of the threshold used.were observed in either activation map with left or right

eye stimulation, and the patterns in the two maps were Even at much higher thresholds, the two activation maps
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Figure 4. Activation Maps and ODC Maps Obtained from Subject 1

Activation maps show voxels activated by stimulation of the left (A) and right (B) eye, respectively, compared with dark periods (p � 0.05).
The voxels associated with large veins have already been removed (see Figures 3E–3G). In (C), voxels in yellow and blue only satisfied the
statistical criteria for activation by left or right eye stimulation, respectively, and those in red satisfied the criteria for activation by stimulation
of either eye (p � 0.05). The maps similar to (C) at higher thresholds are shown in (D) (p � 0.005) and (E) (p � 0.0005). (F)–(J) illustrate ODC
maps from the high (p � 0.0025) to low (p � 0.025) threshold. Voxels in yellow responded more to stimulation of the left eye than to that of
the right eye, whereas those in blue responded more to stimulation of the right eye. Alternating ODC-like stripes are only seen in the anatomically
well-defined section of V1 on the right hemisphere. For clarity, mapped ODCs at different thresholds are selectively shown in the dorsal V1
(V1d, see Figure 2E) of the right hemisphere (F�–J�). The dashed rectangle in (H�) shows the region in which the width of 15 mapped ODCs
(indicated by white and light-blue arrows for left and right eye columns, respectively) was measured and test-retest patterns were compared
(see Figure 9). Abbreviations: CS, calcarine sulcus; ILS, intralingual sulcus; ISS, inferior sagittal sulcus.

were still not complementary to each other, with over- ocular dominance at different levels were clustered over
the entire activated area. Alternating ODC-like patcheslapped voxels accounting for the majority of the total

activated voxels (59.9%, p � 0.005, see Figure 4D; 55.6%, or stripes (referred to as mapped ODCs) were best ob-
served within the main ROI, as shown separately in Fig-p � 0.0005, see Figure 4E).

Figures 4F–4J show ODC maps, which were gener- ures 4F�–4J� (in particular between 3� and 10� eccentrici-
ties, see description in the previous section). Outsideated by comparing images acquired during left and right

eye stimulation, at five different thresholds (see Experi- the main ROI, the alternating pattern was not observed
in the cortex immediately anterior, which was likely amental Procedures). We did not attempt to justify a sin-

gle significance level for thresholding the ODC map; part of dorsal V2. The only other part where we saw
some alternating patches was a pocket of cortex lateralrather, we showed maps at different thresholds because

our purpose here was to see how voxels displaying to the main ROI. This might include a portion of dorsal
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V1; however, the slice was not optimally prescribed for between the voxel and the remaining voxels preferring
the same eye and that between the voxel and all themapping ODCs in this part of cortex. The most striking

difference was probably in the left hemisphere, where voxels preferring the opposite eye. For all ODC voxels,
two distributions (percentage of voxels versus the short-the alternating pattern was conspicuously absent.

Several important points could be made by visually est distance) were generated, one for the same eye
preference (same distribution) and the other for the op-examining the mapped ODC patterns shown in Figures

4F�–4J�. First, the alternating stripes were oriented posite eye preference (opposite distribution). The major-
ity of voxels in the same distribution had the shortestroughly orthogonal to the interhemispheric fissure. This

was especially evident in maps at intermediate thresh- distance of 1 (abutting each other), whereas many voxels
in the opposite distribution had the shortest distanceolds, such as the one shown in Figure 4H�. Second, a

majority of stripes were already present in the map at larger than 1 (segregated) (see Figures 7A–7E for subject
1). The two distributions at all five thresholds (for allthe highest threshold (Figure 4F�), where 24% of the

total activated voxels were assigned to either left or three subjects) were significantly different (p � 0.001,
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). This result indicates thatright ODCs and were merely broadened as the threshold

was lowered (Figures 4G�–4J�, see also Figure 8G). Even mapped ODC voxels preferring the same eye tended to
cluster together.in the map at the lowest threshold (Figure 4J�), where

96% of the total activated voxels (with potentially more In the second analysis, we Fourier-transformed the
mapped ODC pattern at each threshold within the mainrandom voxels) were assigned to either eye, the general

appearance and number of alternating stripes did not ROI. The Fourier transform revealed a maximum in mag-
nitude along the narrow dimension of mapped ODCschange. This is consistent with the suggestion that the

strength of ocular dominance across ODCs shifts gradu- (i.e., parallel to the interhemispheric fissure for subjects
1 and 2, and parallel to the vertical terminal segmentally (e.g., Blasdel, 1992; Horton and Hocking, 1998, and

see below). Finally, we measured peak-to-peak dis- for subject 3), which appeared consistently at all five
thresholds (e.g., see Figures 7F–7J for results from sub-tances between neighboring columns along the narrow

dimension (parallel to the interhemispheric fissure in ject 1). Similar results were also obtained from the re-
maining two subjects. The maximum’s repetition periodthis case) to estimate the width of mapped ODCs. The

average width was 1.1 mm for 15 identified columns was approximately twice the width of mapped ODCs
that we estimated for each subject. Such a maximum ofcircumscribed by the dashed rectangle in Figure 4H�.

Similar results were obtained from the remaining two comparable magnitude was not seen in other directions.
This result supports the existence of a repeated andsubjects (Figures 5 and 6). Figure 5 illustrates the ana-

tomical details and mapped ODCs obtained from the oriented structure in the mapped ODCs.
In short, our observations on the orientation and widthsecond subject (subject 2). The slice was aligned to

cover the lower bank of the CS on the left hemisphere of mapped ODCs conform to those based on CO staining
of postmortem brains (Horton and Hedley-Whyte, 1984;because the lower bank was flatter than the upper bank

in this subject (Figure 5A). As shown in Figure 5G, al- Horton et al., 1990).
though alternating stripes or patches of mapped ODCs
on the left hemisphere displayed a more complex pat- Differential Responses to Monocular Stimulation
tern, it was evident that they, too, were oriented roughly Differential responses in mapped ODCs were better ap-

preciated in the time courses averaged for left and rightperpendicular to the interhemispheric fissure, except for
a small fraction near the occipital pole. The average eye dominant voxels, respectively, as demonstrated for

subject 1 in Figures 8A–8D. In general, left or right eyewidth of mapped ODCs from this subject was 1.2 mm
based on measurements of 18 columns on the left hemi- dominant voxels showed consistently larger responses

during all the four periods when the corresponding eyesphere. The average width from the third subject, mea-
sured from 16 columns in the upper bank of the CS on was stimulated (i.e., left eye stimulation periods for left

eye dominant voxels and right eye stimulation periodsthe left hemisphere, was 1.0 mm (Figure 6G). In addition,
the results shown in Figures 5 and 6 also serve as good for right eye dominant voxels) than those during the

four periods when the opposite eye was stimulated.examples to demonstrate the importance of both the
morphological quality of V1 to be mapped and the orien- However, it is important to point out that voxels assigned

to the left or right eye also responded substantially totation of the slice to be selected in relation to the shape
of V1. On the right hemisphere in both subjects, although the stimulation of the opposite eye. This was true

whether the threshold was set high (Figures 8A and 8B)the slice was roughly parallel to the CS and cut through
the medial surface of ventral V1 (Figures 5B and 6B, or low (Figures 8C and 8D). At the highest threshold

(p � 0.0025), the average signal changes (quantitativesee also Figure 1E), mapped ODCs (Figures 5F and 6F)
appeared less regular and wider along the horizontal analyses below were all performed on voxels within the

main ROI, unless otherwise noted) when the corre-extent of the gray matter. As will be discussed below,
this was most probably caused by the partial volume sponding eye and the opposite eye were stimulated

were 1.99% and 0.82%, respectively, compared witheffect across multiple columns due to the fact that it
was extremely difficult, if not impossible, to prescribe the baseline, and at the lowest threshold (p � 0.025),

they were 1.81% and 1.23%, respectively (Figure 8E).an oblique slice (see Figure 1E) that was strictly perpen-
dicular to the stripes of ODCs to be mapped across the The responses observed when the opposite eye was

stimulated may be due to the fact that cells are nothorizontal extent of cortex.
To quantify the observations described above, we completely monocular throughout the cortical thickness

and the fact that voxels located on borders betweenperformed two analyses on mapped ODCs from each
subject. First, for each ODC voxel within the main ROI, neighboring columns cover both columns partially. These

will be discussed in detail below.we searched for the shortest distance (in unit of pixels)
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Figure 5. Anatomical Details of V1 and ODC Map Obtained from Subject 2

The shape of V1 is shown for the left (A) and right (B) hemispheres, respectively. The slices used in the remaining experiments were optimally
prescribed for the lower bank of the CS on the left hemisphere. (C) shows the mapped V1/V2 borders (indicated by blue arrows) on slice c–c�

(indicated in [A] and [B]), and (D) shows the composite eccentricity map on the slice containing the main ROI (slice d–d�, indicated in [A]–[C]).
In (E), voxels in yellow and blue were activated solely by stimulation of the left or right eye, respectively, and those in red were activated by
stimulation of either eye (p � 0.05). (F) shows a low threshold (p � 0.025) ODC map. For clarity, mapped ODCs are selectively shown in the
ventral V1 (V1v, see [D]) of the left hemisphere (G). Other abbreviations and conventions are the same as those in Figures 2 and 4.

To quantify the differential response, we calculated such as those shown in Figures 8A–8D, depend on how
the voxels are chosen and do not carry informationthe ratio of the average signal change in mapped ODCs

when the corresponding eye was stimulated to the aver- about the spatial feature of mapped ODCs. Therefore,
it is important to reproduce mapped ODC patterns noage signal change when the opposite eye was stimu-

lated (i.e., the ratio between the lengths of two paired matter what they look like. The reproducibility in our
study was first investigated by comparing mapped ODCbars shown in Figure 8E). This ratio was termed the

differential response ratio (DRR). For subject 1, the DRR patterns acquired in two successive experiments within
a single experimental session as well as those obtainedwas 2.34 at the highest threshold and 1.47 at the lowest

threshold (Figure 8F). Among the three subjects, the from a single subject in different sessions.
Figures 9A–9C show the results of comparing the twoDRRs were very similar at each threshold: 2.24 � 0.12

(mean � SD) at the highest threshold and 1.45 � 0.04 ODC maps obtained from subject 1 within the same ses-
sion. The map shown in Figure 9A was identical to thatat the lowest threshold (Figure 8F). We have mentioned

in the previous section that as the threshold decreased, shown in Figure 4J�, and the map in Figure 9B was
obtained in the second experiment. The respective terri-mapped ODCs were merely broadened. Figures 8F and

8G show that the gradual broadening of mapped ODCs tories occupied by the left and right eye columns were
largely preserved, although some columns appeared towas correlated with the gradual decrease of the DRR,

thereby supporting quantitatively a gradual shift in the have different widths between the two maps. Figure 9C
shows overlapped voxels in the two maps that werestrength of ocular dominance across ODCs.
assigned to the same eye. These voxels in Figure 9C
constituted 63.3% and 62.7% of the total assigned vox-Test-Retest Patterns of Mapped ODCs

The exact appearance of mapped ODCs depends on els in Figures 9A and 9B, respectively. The average of
the two ratios, named the overlap ratio (OR), is 0.63.the V1 morphology among other factors, and currently

there is no other way to verify mapped ODCs in humans. The essential feature of ODCs in this section of V1 is
clearly captured by the overlapped ODC map, which toIn addition, time courses averaged from selected voxels,
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Figure 6. Anatomical Details of V1 and ODC Map Obtained from Subject 3

The shape of V1 is shown for the left (A) and right (B) hemispheres, respectively. The slices used in the remaining experiments were optimally
prescribed for the upper bank of the CS on the left hemisphere. (C) shows the mapped V1/V2 borders (indicated by blue arrows) on slice c–c�

(indicated in [A] and [B]), and (D) shows the composite eccentricity map on the slice containing the main ROI (slice d–d�, indicated in [A]–[C]).
VTS, vertical terminal segment (also referred to as the extreme calcarine sulcus; see Ono et al. [1990]). Other abbreviations are the same as
those in Figure 2. Conventions in (E)–(G) are identical to those in Figures 5E–5G except that mapped ODCs in (G) are shown in the dorsal V1.
Note that the narrow dimension of mapped ODCs in this subject is parallel to the VTS. The discontinuous activation in the center of the main
ROI was due to the fact that the upper bank of the CS in this subject is slightly bent.

a large extent resembles mapped ODCs at intermediate or 0 was first assigned to voxels preferring the left eye
(in yellow color), the right eye (in blue color), or neitherthresholds (compare Figure 9C with Figures 4G� and

4H�). A similar OR (0.59) was also obtained in the two eye (blank voxels), respectively, and the mapped ODC
pattern was smoothed with a Gaussian filter (FWHM � 2within-session experiments conducted on subject 2.

Figures 9D–9F show the results of comparing the two in-plane pixels) (e.g., Figures 9G–9I [their corresponding
unsmoothed maps are shown in Figures 9A, 9B, andODC maps acquired from subject 1 in two sessions. The

ODC map in the first session (Figure 9D) was the same 9E]). We then calculated the correlation coefficient of
the values (ranging from 1.0 for the left eye to �1.0 foras the one shown in Figure 9A, and the ODC map in the

second session (Figure 9E) was obtained approximately the right eye) between the corresponding voxels in the
two smoothed maps to be compared. A high correlation3 months later. We exerted special effort in the second

session to position the slice as close as possible to that was found between the two maps acquired within the
same session (r � 0.627 [p � 0.001] for subject 1, seein the first session. The anatomical match between the

two ODC maps was achieved manually with the help of Figure 9J; r � 0.485 [p � 0.001] for subject 2). A lower
but still significant correlation was also found betweenthe three prominent sulci on the left hemisphere—that

is, the ISS, the CS, and the intralingual sulcus (ILS) (Fig- the two maps acquired in different sessions (r � 0.372
[p � 0.001] for subject 1, see Figure 9K).ure 4H�). As shown in Figures 9D and 9E, the overall

patterns of mapped ODCs in the two sessions resemble These results demonstrate that mapped ODCs are
largely reproducible over different experiments.each other in appearance, although they are less over-

lapped (Figure 9F, the OR is 0.48). The lower OR com-
pared to the within-session comparison was most prob- Discussion
ably due to the imperfect match of slice positions
between the two sessions. In the present study, we have demonstrated that high-

field fMRI can be used for mapping cortical columnsThe reproducibility of mapped ODCs was further
quantified as follows. For each ODC map, a value 1, �1, such as ODCs in human V1. A unique feature in our
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Figure 7. Distributions of Shortest Distances between Voxels Preferring the Same Eye and Opposite Eye, and Two-Dimensional Fourier
Transforms of Mapped ODC Patterns

(A)–(E) show the distributions of the shortest distance between voxels preferring the same eye (filled bars) and between voxels preferring the
opposite eye (open bars) at five thresholds for subject 1. The corresponding ODC maps are shown in Figures 4F�–4J�. The pair of distributions
at each threshold was significantly different (p � 0.001, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). (F)–(J) show Fourier transforms of mapped ODC patterns
at five thresholds (see Figures 4F�–4J�). The white line segments in each figure indicate the direction of the maximum (indicated by the arrows),
which in this subject is parallel to the interhemispheric fissure.

study was that the selected subjects all had a section imaging in nonhuman mammals (e.g., Malonek and Grin-
vald, 1996; Malonek et al., 1997). Using an optical im-of V1 that was flat, less sulcated and retinotopically well
aging spectroscopic approach, Malonek and Grinvalddefined, and the slice used in the main ODC experiment
(1996) have shown that the early increase in Hb is morewas optimally prescribed in this well-defined section to
localized to individual orientation columns than the sub-preserve the genuine spatial relationship of ODCs to be
sequent blood volume increase.mapped. The fact that the alternating pattern (mapped

These findings have increased our hopes for usingODCs) appeared only in the anatomically well-defined
fMRI with the initial dip to map functional architectures.section of V1 in each subject and it could be largely repro-
However, a number of controversies still remain regard-duced over different experimental sessions strongly indi-
ing the existence of the initial dip in fMRI measurementscated that the mapped ODCs reflected an underlying
(e.g., Fransson et al., 1998) and even the early increasefunctional architecture (i.e., real ODCs) but not random
in Hb (e.g., Jones et al., 2001; Lindauer et al., 2001). Tonoises. In the following sections, we will discuss these
date, except for a single study that mapped orientationfindings in relation to several important issues.
columns in anesthetized cats (Kim et al., 2000), other
attempts to use this component to map cortical columns

BOLD Responses and Spatial Resolvability in humans have not been successful even at high fields
From the basic theory of the BOLD effect, the imbalance (4 T or higher). Other than the above-mentioned contro-
in the changes of cerebral blood flow (CBF) and cerebral versies, the primary reason for the failure may be the
metabolic rate of oxygen (CMRO2) during activation, brief nature of the initial dip. The initial dip lasts very
which alters the local content of deoxygenated hemo- briefly (2–3 s) and then changes polarity to the late posi-
globin (Hb), is thought to be the primary physiological tive signal. The time required for acquiring even a single
phenomenon that causes the BOLD signal change. Dur- image at a spatial resolution sufficient for mapping corti-
ing activation, CBF increases much more than CMRO2, cal columns in humans is typically 4 s or longer. More-
and consequently, the venous blood is more oxygenated over, multiple images over a prolonged stimulation pe-
and the decrease in Hb leads to the increase in the riod are usually needed to improve the SNR. Therefore,
BOLD signal. it is extremely difficult to use the initial dip in human

Several BOLD-based fMRI studies in humans have studies at high spatial resolution.
reported an early BOLD signal decrease that appears Thus, the issue is whether the change of the later,
for 2–3 s after the stimulus onset (“initial dip,” Ernst and much larger and sustained positive BOLD signal during
Hennig, 1994; Menon et al., 1995; Hu et al., 1997; Yacoub prolonged stimulation is spatially localized or widely dif-
and Hu, 1999). The initial dip was interpreted as evidence fused. Recently, by measuring the increases of CBF
for an early increase in Hb prior to the onset of a much and BOLD signal simultaneously under prolonged visual

stimulation and a hypercapnia baseline condition, sev-larger CBF increase, similar to that observed by optical
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Figure 8. Time Courses and Differential Re-
sponses to Sustained Monocular Stimulation

Average time courses are shown in (A) and
(B), respectively, for left and right eye domi-
nant voxels within the main ROI in a high-
threshold ODC map (p � 0.0025, Figure 4F�)
obtained from subject 1. Time courses in a
low-threshold map (p � 0.025, Figure 4J�) are
shown in (C) and (D). Periods of stimulation
of the left (L) or right (R) eye, separated by
dark periods (D), are indicated by line seg-
ments below each time course. (E) shows the
average signal changes of identified voxels
during periods of stimulation of the corre-
sponding eye (filled bars) and during periods
of stimulation of the opposite eye (open bars)
at five different thresholds (see Figures 4F�–
4J�). The two values for each threshold were
the means of average signal changes from
both left and right eye dominant voxels for
corresponding and opposite eye stimulation,
respectively, and the error bars are the stan-
dard deviations. (F) shows the differential re-
sponse ratios, defined as the ratio of the aver-
age signal change during stimulation of the
corresponding eye to that during stimulation
of the opposite eye at a given threshold, for
each subject and the averages between sub-
jects (n � 3). In (G), percentages of total acti-
vated voxels that could be differentially iden-
tified at five different thresholds are given for
each subject and for all the subjects (n � 3).
Data shown in (E)–(G) were calculated using
voxels within the main ROI defined for each
subject.

eral groups have demonstrated that there is a contribu- the coarse spatial control of CBF would lead to the
opposite conclusion, that is, a smaller BOLD signal intion of CMRO2 increase to BOLD responses throughout

the prolonged visual stimulation (Davis et al., 1998; Hoge activated columns. At any rate, as far as mapping ODCs
is concerned, as long as the CMRO2 increase occurset al., 1999; Kim et al., 1999; Schwarzbauer and Heinke,

1999). The CMRO2 increase partially cancels out the within individual columns under stimulation, the spatial
specificity should be reflected by sustained positivepositive BOLD signal caused by the CBF increase.

There is no consensus on the spatial specificity of BOLD signal, whether the CBF regulation is widespread
or spatially confined.CBF regulation. According to one model, the CMRO2

increase during activation at a site comparable to the In fact, even with short (2–4 s) visual stimulation, the
data of the optical spectroscopic work by Malonek andwidth of cortical columns occurs on a fine spatial scale,

whereas CBF is controlled on a much coarser scale Grinvald (1996) show that the differential Hb signal be-
tween activated and inactivated orientation columns(Malonek and Grinvald, 1996). According to another

model, the increases in both CBF and CMRO2 during persisted throughout the entire time course of re-
sponses. This was true even after Hb changed its polar-activation may take place on a fine spatial scale, and a

larger CBF increase is needed to support a smaller ity from increase to decrease, though the differential
signal was bigger in the initial 2–8 s after the stimulusCMRO2 increase through the imperfect vessel-tissue dif-

fusion (Buxton and Frank, 1997). Both models can be onset than that in the later period. Because a prolonged
stimulation continues to activate neurons in activatedused to explain the BOLD behavior at low spatial resolu-

tion. At high spatial resolution, and at columnar resolu- columns, which leads to sustained CMRO2 increase
there, we expect a bigger differential signal betweention in particular, the two models would predict the rela-

tive magnitudes of the BOLD signal in activated and activated and inactivated columns when prolonged
stimulation is used than that in the later period after ainactivated columns very differently. The fine spatial

control of CBF would result in a larger BOLD signal in short stimulation is turned off.
The idea to utilize the differential signal due to differ-activated columns than in inactivated columns, whereas
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Figure 9. Reproducibility of Mapped ODC
Patterns

(A) is identical to the map shown in Figure
4J�, and the ROI in which mapped ODCs are
shown in this figure is shown in Figure 4H�

(dashed rectangle). Voxels in yellow re-
sponded more to stimulation of the left eye
than to that of the right eye, whereas those
in blue responded more to stimulation of the
right eye. (B) is an ODC map (p � 0.025) ob-
tained from the same ROI of the same subject
in another experiment conducted within the
same experimental session as in (A). Over-
lapped voxels assigned to the same eye in
(A) and (B) are shown in (C). The voxels that
overlapped but were assigned to the oppo-
site eye are not shown. (D) and (E) are ODC
maps obtained from the same subject in two
sessions separated by approximately 3
months. Overlapped voxels assigned to the
same eye in (D) and (E) are shown in (F). (G)–(I)
illustrate smoothed patterns of ODC maps
shown in (A), (B), and (E), respectively (see
text). Arrows in (A), (C), and (G)–(I) which are
identical to those shown in Figure 4H�, are
shown to facilitate readers’ observation. (J)
and (K) are the scatter plots of the values
of voxels shown in (H) and (I), respectively,
against the values of corresponding voxels
shown in (G).

ential CMRO2 changes in the positive BOLD signal was ODCs. However, as discussed in the previous para-
graph, we cannot address the question whether the cor-adopted by Menon and Goodyear (1999). But, they used

a short (4 s) visual stimulation and took images during relation between the differential components of BOLD
signal changes and neuronal activity is positive or nega-a short period during and immediately after the stimula-

tion. For the same reason described above for imaging tive. It is possible that cells in voxels with larger BOLD
signal changes during one eye stimulation (comparedwith the initial dip, this method does not fully get the

benefit of obtaining higher SNR by averaging images with the other eye stimulation) were actually less acti-
vated by the stimulation of the eye. Such a questionover time.

One potential problem of using sustained positive may be answered by conducting similar experiments on
cats or monkeys in combination with single-cell re-BOLD signal, however, is the artifacts from large veins.

By optical imaging, Grinvald and colleagues have dem- cordings.
onstrated that identical monkey ODC maps can be gen-
erated using either the early or late optical components, Responses to Opposite Eye Stimulation

In our study, substantial responses were observed inthe only difference being that the vessel artifacts in the
late-component map cannot be removed completely the time courses when the opposite eye was stimulated.

The DRR averaged from the three subjects ranged fromeven with the differential mapping method (Grinvald et
al., 2000, see their Figure 2). With 4 T fMRI and appro- 2.24 (translated into an inverse ratio of 0.45, or a 45%

response when the opposite eye was stimulated com-priate postprocessing, this problem can be avoided or
minimized (see Experimental Procedures). pared to that when the corresponding eye was stimu-

lated) at the highest threshold to 1.45 (69%) at the lowestIn our ODC experiment, each period of monocular
stimulation lasted 115.2 s with a temporal resolution of threshold. Similar observations were made by Menon

and Goodyear (1999), who reported a similarly defined9.6 s. Since the first image in each period was excluded
from statistical analysis to account for the hemodynamic ratio of 1.74 (57%) at a threshold presumably in between

the two extreme thresholds used in our study.delay, the BOLD signal used for differentiating left and
right ODCs was exclusively obtained from the sustained The responses to the opposite eye stimulation may

be partly due to the spreading of the BOLD signal acrosspositive phase (Figures 8A–8D). The ODC experiment
in all three subjects was targeted on morphologically columns, especially the spreading of the CBF compo-

nent. They are also partly due to the nature of ODCs:equivalent sections of V1 in relation to the orientation
of the slice. Consequently, mapped ODCs obtained from there are several lines of evidence that ODCs are not

purely monocular by nature. Studies in monkeys havethe three subjects were found to be very similar in terms
of spatial arrangement (orientation and average width) shown that, although the strongest ocular dominance

is observed in layer IVc, cells in the upper and lowerand magnitude of differential responses. These results
demonstrate clearly that under optimal imaging condi- layers are less monocular (Hubel and Wiesel, 1968). Ana-

tomically, intrinsic connections within V1 provide richtions, the sustained positive BOLD signal can be used
for spatially resolving functional architectures such as sources for binocular interactions (for review, see Cal-
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laway, 1998). The long-range lateral connections in lay- with those reported previously (Horton and Hedley-
Whyte, 1984; Horton et al., 1990).ers II and III are not completely restricted to the same-

eye columns (Malach et al., 1993; Yoshioka et al., 1996). Presumably, a sagittal slice can also be prescribed
to cover ODCs in V1 that is exposed on the medialThe massive feedback projection from layer VI pyramidal

neurons to layer IV is usually not confined to the home surface (Figure 1D). The sagittal slice will allow us to
observe alternating stripes with differential responsescolumns (Wiser and Callaway, 1997). It has also been

proposed that across ODCs, the ocular dominance similar to those revealed by the oblique slice containing
ODCs in the upper or lower bank of the CS. Furthermore,gradually swings back and forth and largely binocular

border strips exist in between largely monocular core mapped ODCs on the sagittal slice can be additionally
validated because they should end abruptly near thezones (e.g., Blasdel, 1992; Horton and Hocking, 1998).

In our ODC experiment, since the long dimension of V1/V2 borders. However, using such a sagittal slice will
require that the subject’s V1 on the medial surface isvoxels (i.e., the 3 mm slice thickness) ran through the

cortical layers (�2.5 mm thick, e.g., Leuba and Kraftsik, flat both anteroposteriorly and dorsoventrally. We have
not found a single subject, including those screened for1994) in the main ROI, both the gradual shift of ocular

dominance strength across mapped ODCs and the other experiments, whose V1 morphology satisfies this
requirement.somewhat binocular responses even in the most monoc-

ular single voxels were expected. The averaging within An alternative is to prescribe an oblique slice that is
parallel to the CS but cuts through the medial surfacethe in-plane size of voxels (0.47 � 0.47 mm2) should have

further smoothed the strength of ocular dominance. Our (superior or inferior to the CS, Figure 1E) or (similarly) a
sagittal slice that cuts through the upper and lowerresults agree with these expectations.

It should be emphasized that the above-mentioned banks of the CS (Figure 1F). Mapped ODCs on such slices
in general appear as alternating patches (e.g., seefactors that cause substantial BOLD signal changes

when the opposite eye is stimulated are intrinsic to the Menon and Goodyear, 1999), but their exact appearance
depends on the intersection angle between the slicelocal neuronal activity and imaging parameter settings

(e.g., in-plane resolution). In other words, this means and the axis of stripes of ODCs. Because ODC stripes
are usually oriented irregularly locally although they tendthat this portion of signal changes should be present

throughout the stimulation regardless of whether the to show a dominant orientation (e.g., see cases shown
in Figures 15 and 16 in Horton and Hedley-Whyte, 1984),initial dip (if it is observable) or the later positive BOLD

signal is used. Their presence makes it difficult to create it is almost impossible to align a slice orthogonal
(within � 15�) to the stripes of ODCs. When the slicea functional map by a direct mapping method (i.e., com-

paring left or right eye stimulation with dark periods) as intersects real ODC stripes at an acute angle, a single
elongated voxel will fall into more than one columnhas been shown in our results (Figures 4A–4E) and those

in Menon and Goodyear (1999; but see Dechent and obliquely, thereby causing a special type of partial vol-
ume effect. Our simulation results reveal that both theFrahm, 2000, in which very little response was observed

when the opposite eye was stimulated). On the other apparent width and the differential response of mapped
ODCs are sensitive to the intersection angle. In thesehand, the differential mapping method appears to be a

much better choice for revealing cortical architectures simulations, it is assumed, for the simplicity, that ODCs
are purely monocular throughout the cortical thicknessthat are complementary in nature, such as ODCs and

orientation columns, and should be used whenever ap- and 1 mm in width without binocular transition. When
the intersection angle is within 90� � 15�, mapped ODCsplicable. The advantage of the differential mapping

method over the direct mapping method has been ex- are approximately the same as real ODCs in terms of
both width and differential response. When the intersec-tensively discussed in optical imaging literature (e.g.,

Blasdel, 1992; Grinvald et al., 2000) and is fully sup- tion angle is smaller than 75�, the mapped ODCs start
to widen gradually (�2 mm at 30�), and the maximumported by our results.
differential response drops rapidly. Mapped ODCs in
some of our experiments, such as those shown in Fig-Geometry of V1 and Slice Prescription
ures 5F and 6F (both in the right hemisphere), therefore,The imaging voxels used in our experiment were rela-
can be explained by these simulation results. Thetively small (0.47 � 0.47 � 3 mm3). This size was deter-
mapped patterns in these cases do not reflect the realmined so that the voxels were sufficiently small to reveal
nature of ODCs.individual ODCs and at the same time sufficiently large

to retain a sufficient SNR. In order to map ODCs with
such elongated voxels, we carefully selected subjects Conclusion

In conclusion, fMRI at 4 T or higher fields (e.g., Yacoubwho had a flat and less sulcated section of V1 (the main
ROI) and optimally prescribed the slice so that the voxels et al., 2001) is suitable for mapping cortical architectures

in humans as long as the architectures are complemen-would fall into individual columns rather than obliquely
intersecting several columns. As demonstrated for the tary in nature, as are ODCs. One of the major difficulties

in mapping human ODCs appears to stem from the geo-three subjects in the present study, an oblique slice
containing the (flat) upper or lower bank of the (partially metric constraints imposed by the morphology of V1 in

which they are embedded. While ODC-like alternatingstraight) CS appeared to be ideal (Figure 1C). With such
a slice, we found that the average width and differential patterns can be revealed by taking careful experimental

and analytical measures, the interpretation and quantifi-responses measured from mapped ODCs across all
three subjects were very similar, and the orientation and cation of mapped patterns need to be made with

caution.average width of mapped ODCs were also in agreement
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Experimental Procedures were prescribed on the high-resolution sagittal scout images (e.g.,
slices indicated by dashed green lines in Figures 2A–2C, Figures
5A and 5B, and Figures 6A and 6B). Functional images were acquiredGeneral Procedures

Three subjects (male, ages 26–36) with no past history of psychiatric using the 3 inch surface coil and the same EPI pulse sequence with
parameters identical to those in the main ODC experiment (seeor neurological diseases participated in multiple sessions of the

experiment, which were approved by the RIKEN Functional MRI below) except longer TR (TR � 500 and 600 ms for five and six
slices, respectively). For subject 2, the V1/V2 borders were mappedSafety and Ethics Committee. The subjects were selected after the

initial morphological screening of high-resolution three-dimensional with a 5 inch quadrature surface coil and an in-plane resolution of
0.94 � 0.94 mm2. The stimulus was a vertically oriented bow tie-anatomical MR images (1 � 1 � 1 mm3) from a larger subject pool

recruited within the RIKEN Brain Science Institute for the present shaped black/white checkerboard with contrast reversal at 7.5 Hz
on a gray background and was binocularly delivered to the subject’sand other fMRI experiments. In these selected subjects, the cal-

carine sulcus (CS) follows a straight course and the cortex around eyes. Functional images were acquired during two stimulation peri-
ods sandwiched in three control periods (with a gray screen), whileV1 is flat and less sulcated in at least one hemisphere (referred to

as “good hemisphere”). All subjects had corrected-to-normal vision the subject maintained fixated on a central fixation point.
The positions of slices to be used in the main ODC experiment(see below) and gave their written informed consent.

were tentatively decided first. These slices contained sections of
V1, in which ODCs were expected to be resolved in the main ODCImaging Hardware and Visual Stimulation
experiment. We then performed eccentricity mapping to determineAll experiments were conducted on a Varian Unity Inova 4 T whole-
the extent of V1 that could be activated with our stimulation appara-body MRI system (Varian NMR Instruments, Palo Alto, CA) equipped
tus. The mapping method was similar to that used for determiningwith a Magnex head gradient system (up to 3.4 gauss/cm with a
the V1/V2 borders except that the stimuli were four checkerboardrise time of �160 	s, Magnex Scientific Ltd., Abingdon, UK). High-
rings of different sizes (radius � 0–1.25�, 1.25–2.5�, 2.5–5�, and 5–10�)resolution three-dimensional T1-weighted anatomical MR images
on a gray background. Four scans, each with a different checker-were scanned with a bird-cage radio-frequency (RF) coil (The John
board ring, were performed, and a composite eccentricity map wasP. Robarts Research Institute, London, Ontario) or a transverse elec-
made. The retinotopy in V1 defined by the V1/V2 borders and eccen-tromagnetic (TEM) RF coil (HF Imaging & Bioengineering, Inc., Min-
tricity using these methods (Figures 2, 5, and 6) was as clear as thatneapolis, MN). A 3 inch transmit/receive RF surface coil was used
identified using the phase-encoding retinotopic mapping methodto acquire functional and anatomical images in the main ODC experi-
(Sereno et al., 1995; DeYoe et al., 1996; Engel et al., 1997).ment. The surface coil was mounted on a bakelite support frame

The positions of slices used in the main ODC experiment wereattached to the patient table. This coil allowed us to observe the
finally determined by assessing the morphological quality of theposterior portion of the occipital lobe with higher SNR. During the
sections of V1 selected as the main ROI for mapping ODCs. Inexperiment, the subject was made to lie supine on the patient table
relation to the orientation of human ODCs (Horton et al., 1990),and to rest the back of his head on the surface coil or the bottom
several optimal ways for prescribing slices are illustrated in Figurespart of the bird-cage or TEM coil. Rigid head motion was restricted
1C–1F. The results presented in this study were all based on imageswith a vise-like device padded with spongy rubber or a bite-bar
acquired using slices similar to those shown in Figure 1C.system. It turned out that both methods worked equally well for our

subjects as assessed by the in-plane center-of-mass fluctuation of
time series images (see Figures 3A–3C and below). We nevertheless The Main ODC Experiment
used several (two to four) pressure sensors placed around the sub- Functional and anatomical images were collected with a field of
ject’s head to monitor any head motion during the experiment. This view (FOV) of 24 � 24 cm2 and a 512 � 512 matrix, resulting in an
was to make sure that the position of the subject’s head did not in-plane resolution of 0.47 � 0.47 mm2. Functional T2*-weighted
deviate from a reference position from the beginning to the end. images were acquired using a multishot (32 interleaved and centrifu-
The subject’s heartbeat was monitored with a pulse oximeter, and gal k space segments) echo-planar imaging (EPI) gradient-recalled
respiration was monitored with a pressure sensor placed on the echo pulse sequence (TR [defined as the time of repetition between
umbilical region. Both signals were recorded along with the timing successive segments of a slice] � 300 ms; TE � 15 ms; flip angle �
of RF pulses for later corrections of physiological fluctuations. 40� [in the region of maximum sensitivity], sampling bandwidth �

Visual stimuli generated on two Macintosh computers were deliv- 102.4 kHz). A navigator echo was inserted at the beginning of each
ered to the subject’s eyes via a pair of independently controlled segment. Three interleaved slices (slice thickness � 3 mm) without
optic fiber bundles (Silent Vision binocular glasses, Avotec Inc., gap were collected although the main region of interest was covered
Jensen Beach, FL) subtending 30� horizontally and 23� vertically. usually by one or two slices. In this scheme, a segment was acquired
Corrected-to-normal vision for individual subjects was achieved by for each of the three slices sequentially within a single TR (300 ms),
adjusting two refractive correction pieces built on the binocular followed by another segment for each of the three slices, and so
glasses. The luminosity of the homogenous white color measured forth. An image volume was thus obtained every 9.6 s. The multishot
on the binocular glasses was �4 Lux and that of the homogenous EPI used here resulted in reduced effective dwell time (echo spacing)
black color was �0.5 Lux (measured with Extech 403125 Light and, therefore, a less serious T2* (measured 35 ms) blurring in the
ProbeMeter, Extech Instruments Co., Waltham, MA), resulting in a phase-encoding direction (�0.5 pixel) than that with the single-shot
contrast of 8. EPI. The T2* blurring in the readout direction was even smaller.

Taking the T2* blurring into consideration, the true spatial resolution
was 0.7 � 0.6 mm2. This multishot EPI with 512 phase-encodingV1/V2 Borders, Eccentricity, and Slice Prescription

At the beginning of each experiment, a horizontal scout image run- steps also gave rise to a satisfactory spatial SNR around V1 (�50:1 in
single images). The temporal SNR showed a small reduction (�5%)ning through the CS was obtained. Seven high-resolution (0.47 �

0.47 mm2; slice thickness � 3 mm) sagittal anatomical images paral- compared to the spatial SNR due to physiological fluctuations (see
below). T1-weighted anatomical images at the same slice positionslel to the interhemispheric fissure were then prescribed on the scout

image and scanned with an inversion recovery FLASH pulse se- as functional images were acquired with the inversion recovery
FLASH pulse sequence described above.quence (eight segments; TR � 19 ms; TE � 10 ms; TI � 1.3 s; delay

time between segments � 2 s; number of averaging � 4). The CS The paradigm for stimulus presentations consisted of alternating
periods when monocular stimulation (a full-screen black/whiteon both hemispheres could be clearly identified on these high-reso-

lution anatomical images (e.g., Figures 2A–2C, Figures 5A and 5B, checkerboard whose contrast was reversed at 7.5 Hz) was given to
the left (L) or right (R) eye, separated by control dark periods (D)and Figures 6A and 6B), which were also quite reproducible. These

images, termed high-resolution sagittal scout images, were impor- when black screens were presented to both eyes. In the experiment,
the subject was instructed to fixate on a central fixation point duringtant for precisely prescribing other slices at the same locations over

different sessions. both stimulation and dark periods. When one eye was stimulated,
the opposite eye was exposed to a black screen. Each monocularTo determine the V1/V2 borders on the medial surface, five to six

oblique slices (slice thickness � 5 mm) perpendicular to the CS stimulation lasted 115.2 s and each dark period lasted 57.6 s, which
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allowed the poststimulus undershoot to return back to the baseline. that the BOLD signal coming from large veins, compared with that
originating in capillaries and vertically penetrating venules in theIn total, 150 images (temporal resolution, 9.6 s) were collected for

each slice over a period of �24 min in the following sequence (each brain tissue (gray matter), is much smaller at 4 T than that at lower
magnetic fields (for review, see Ogawa et al., 1998). Second, wenumber in parentheses denotes the number of images): D(6)-L(12)-

D(6)-R(12)-D(6)-L(12)-D(6)-R(12)-D(6)-L(12)-D(6)-R(12)-D(6)-L(12)- removed the activated voxels that overlapped with large vessels
outside the gray matter by the known fact that percentage signalD(6)-R(12)-D(6). The steady state was achieved prior to the first dark

period by exposing both eyes to the checkerboard stimulation. Thus, changes in large vessels are much larger than those in the gray
matter, especially at high magnetic fields (Menon et al., 1993; Gatieven the first monocular stimulation period was preceded with a

dark period whose temporal characteristics (undershoot and recov- et al., 1997; Luh et al., 2000). With the high spatial resolution em-
ployed in the present study, activated voxels confined to the grayery) resembled those of the remaining dark periods.
matter and voxels associated with large veins could be satisfactorily
separated by setting a threshold for the percentage signal change,

Data Processing and Analysis and the latter were excluded from further analyses. A 5% signal
Much effort was exerted to minimize signal fluctuations unrelated change (p � 0.05) was used as the threshold, which was empirically
to the visual stimulation, including the brain pulsation (�0.5 mm in determined after examining the time courses of activated voxels
the cerebral periphery [Poncelet et al., 1992]) and rigid head motion. inside and outside the gray matter. In the example shown in Figures
The EPI pulse sequence used in the present study included a naviga- 3E–3G, the average signal change during both left and right eye
tor echo acquired at the beginning of each segment. The correction stimulation relative to control dark periods was 9.92% for activated
for intersegment phase and amplitude variations using this navigator voxels in large vessels outside the gray matter (Figures 3E and 3F)
echo reduced signal fluctuations due to pulsatile and rigid head and 1.91% for those in the gray matter (Figure 3G). In the gray matter,
motions (Hu and Kim, 1994; Kim et al., 1996). After EPI images were a vast majority of activated voxels (82.4%) had signal changes of
reconstructed, physiological (cardiac and respiratory) fluctuations less than 3%, and only a small portion of activated voxels (2.6%)
were further removed from time series images using a retrospective had signal changes between 4.5% and 5%. Very similar values were
estimation and correction method with the pulsation and respiration also obtained in other experiments. Five percent, therefore, ap-
data recorded during image acquisition (Hu et al., 1995). In-plane

peared to be an ideal threshold for separating the gray matter from
rigid head motions were minimized in our experiments but were

large veins for the imaging parameters used in our experiment. It
nevertheless corrected using a decoupled automated rotational and

should be noted that the percentage signal change used here was
translational registration method proposed by Maas and colleagues

relative to the average signal intensity of all the data points of each
(Maas et al., 1997). Both physiological and motion corrections were

dark period except the first one. The average thus obtained was
performed in the k space. In addition, a zero-frequency notch filter

lower than the actual baseline intensity due to the poststimulation
was used to remove the linear trend remaining in time series images,

undershoot.
which was most likely caused by system drifts, as it was also ob-

Images acquired in the experiments mapping the V1/V2 bordersserved in the images acquired using a phantom. Although the quality
and eccentricity were spatially smoothed with a Gaussian filterof raw data was of fundamental importance, these corrections were
(FWHM � 3.5 in-plane pixels) before statistical analyses were per-shown to be both necessary and effective.
formed (p � 0.005, uncorrected). For clarity, only clusters of ten orAs exemplified for an ODC experiment (subject 1), the maximum
more connected voxels were shown in the resulting maps.range and standard deviation of the in-plane center-of-mass fluctua-

For time series images acquired in the main ODC experiment, notion of time series images before the corrections for physiological
spatial or temporal smoothing was applied after the postprocessingfluctuations, rigid head motions and system drifts were 0.59 and
corrections. After large veins were removed, two types of maps0.11 pixel (corresponding to 0.28 and 0.05 mm) in the right-left
were generated from these time series images. A pair of activationdirection and 0.73 and 0.15 pixel (0.34 and 0.07 mm) in the antero-
maps was first generated by identifying voxels displaying significantposterior direction (Figure 3A). The values in the right-left direction
responses (p � 0.05) to left eye (L � D) or right eye (R � D) stimulationlikely reflected real motions, while a substantial amount of fluctua-
compared with dark periods, where L, R, and D denote time seriestion in the anteroposterior direction was likely caused by the periodic
images collected during left eye stimulation, right eye stimulation,activation of the visual cortex by the visual stimulation (this is evident
and control dark periods, respectively. Only clusters consisting ofwhen traces in Figure 3A are viewed upside down). The visual cortex
at least three connected voxels were displayed in the activationis located in the posterior portion of the brain. In addition, tiny linear
maps.trends are also present in the two traces. After corrections, the

An ODC map was then created. First, a pair of left and rightfluctuation was reduced to 0.53 and 0.09 pixel (0.25 and 0.04 mm)
eye dominant maps was generated using the differential mappingin the right-left direction and 0.71 and 0.14 pixel (0.33 and 0.06
method by identifying significantly activated voxels in the L � Dmm) in the anteroposterior direction (Figure 3B). Similar amounts
map that responded more to left eye stimulation than to right eyeof fluctuation after corrections were also measured from a second
stimulation (L � D and L � R) and those in the R � D map thatsubject (subject 2) (Figure 3C). We also measured the fluctuation
responded more to right eye stimulation (R � D and R � L). Nofrom a phantom with identical imaging parameters. After the system
clustering threshold was applied to the left and right eye dominantdrifts were removed, the values were 0.28 and 0.05 pixel (0.13 and
maps. The two maps were then combined to make the final ODC0.02 mm) in the right-left direction and 0.21 and 0.04 pixel (0.10 and
map. The significance level of the ODC map was the multiplication0.02 mm) in the anteroposterior direction (Figure 3D). Comparing
of the two original tests’ significance levels. While the significancethe values obtained from the subjects before and after corrections
level for the activation maps (L � D and R � D, respectively) was keptwith those from the phantom (with fluctuation only about 50%
at p � 0.05, we varied the significance level for direct comparisonssmaller), we conclude that motions of various sources in our experi-
between responses to left and right eye stimulation (L � R and R �ments are minimized during the data acquisition and further cor-
L, respectively) from p � 0.05, p � 0.15, p � 0.25, p � 0.35 to p �rected in the postprocessing.
0.5, which resulted in five ODC maps at p � 0.0025, p � 0.0075,All statistical analyses were performed using the software pack-
p � 0.0125, p � 0.0175, and p � 0.025. These p values (referred toage STIMULATE developed at the University of Minnesota (J.P.
as ODC maps’ p values) were arbitrarily selected because the num-Strupp, NeuroImage 3, S607, 1996). Activated voxels (displaying
ber of identified voxels in the corresponding ODC maps increasedpositive signal changes) were identified by the Student’s t test (one-
roughly linearly within this range (see Results and Figure 8G). Thistailed [p values were converted from two-tailed p values used in
manipulation allowed us to assess the strength of differential re-STIMULATE]) comparing images acquired during stimulation peri-
sponses and to examine spatial patterns formed by voxels dis-ods and those acquired during control periods on a voxel-by-voxel
playing differential responses of various strengths. The baselinebasis.
used for quantifying responses was estimated by averaging theTo account for the hemodynamic delay, the first image acquired
last two points of each dark period (40–60 s after the cessation ofin each period was excluded. The problem contributed by large
stimulation), at which the signal time course had recovered fromveins running on the brain surface to the BOLD signal was minimized

in our study owing to the following reasons. First, it has been shown the poststimulation undershoot.
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